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Given the recent CCP aggression on the Line of Actual Control in Ladakh [which, contrary to Chinese lies, 

was part of the Sikh Empire (not part of the Manchu Empire) when the British took over – note also that 

the Manchu Empire (Qing Dynasty) which conquered Tibet was not Chinese but Manchurian and 

included China as a conquest], this article about a Hindu temple in Vietnam is of significance. Note how 

large Tibet is compared to China on the 1864 map by some European in the article. 

The CCP [and countless Western Orientalists] regurgitate the absurd false propaganda that China 

supposedly has 5,000 years of civilisation and is the oldest continuous civilisation. In reality, China as a 

unified entity [in China proper – behind the Great Wall] only came into being 2,200 years ago, around 

the same time as Asoka’s Empire, and it repeatedly broke up and changed since then. Civilisation in the 

China region actually only goes back to 1,600 b.c.e [3,600 years] making Chinese civilisation far younger 

than that of the Middle East, India and the Mediterranean. Yet Dictator Xi etc. even try to claim that 

China is more than 5,000 years old, sometimes claiming 7,000 years of history etc. 

An explanation from a British academic on how the Communists use this false propaganda to justify 

Communist rule – China as eternal and unchanging in authoritarian control etc. – on EastAsiaStudent 

forum – seems to no longer be accessible via Google – showing again how the CCP censors information 

in the Free World. Chinese court officials used to make up absurd self-aggrandizing claims that other 

powers such as the British were China’s vassals. Timur Lenk was so infuriated by false Chinese claims 

that he was their vassal that he started an invasion of China but died before he got there! 

Even China critic Steven Mosher regurgitates this 5,000 years of history myth in the Preface to his ‘Bully 

of Asia’ – but in fact the very text of his preface contradicts his claim as it states that the first civilisation 

started  c. 1,600 b.c.e. Mosher shows that China has had brutal, repressive, police states for over 2,500 

years – it is wrong to blame China’s authoritarianism on Western Communism. The only exception was 

the brief Nationalist period of 1911-1949. The Chin (Qin) Emperor who unified China was notorious for 

burning all political and philosophical books except for his own memoirs. He brutally tortured and killed 

hundreds of Confucian scholars. Dissidents were forced to work as slave labourers building the Great 

Wall – over one million died and their bones were used to make the cement. Hundreds of thousands of 

prisoners of war would be executed [this occurred also in the Warring States period before unification]. 

Brutal repression, censorship, brainwashing, informer networks spying on the people, collective 

punishment of relatives and friends of dissidents, forced labour for dissidents have been perennial 

features of all periods of Dynastic China. Mao boasted that the Chin Emperor had killed only 460 

intellectuals, he had killed tens of thousands – adding that the Chin Order still remains! The Western 



documentaries don’t emphasize this aspect of the Chin Emperor [or the execution of the workers and 

architects of his hidden tomb] when they wax lyrical about his Terracotta Army! 

This is due to China’s Legalist Ideology which sought to centralize all power in the Emperor and the State 

– long before Karl Marx was born. 

I have stressed the fact that, contrary to Chinese myths rehashed by Western commentators, it was 

India that civilised South East Asia and India – not China – was the most influential civilisation in Eastern 

Asia. In reality, China itself was culturally dominated by India! As KMT ambassador to the USA Hu Shih 

wrote, India conquered China for 20 centuries without sending a single soldier,  due to the Chinese 

adopting Indian Buddhism and all the Indian knowledge and culture that came with it [as of course in 

Tibet which got its Buddhist culture directly from India]. Lin Yutang wrote that India was China’s teacher 

in so many things. 

In Japan, 80% of the gods worshipped by the Japanese are Hindu deities and Sanskrit chants are still 

used. The South Korean leader visited Ayodhya [although the ancient Korean Queen may have come 

from Ayutya in Southern India] recently due to the ancient Indian links. The original Filipino written 

language was based on Sanskrit as with the Sanskrit bases of most South-East Asian languages. 
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